INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Please read these instructions carefully, but do not open the question paper until you are told that you may do so. This paper is Section 2 of 2.

There are four questions in this paper, of which you should answer one.

You should write your answer in the space provided in this question paper. Please complete this section in black pen.

You can use the blank inside front and back covers for rough working or notes, but no extra paper is allowed. Only answers in the space indicated in the paper will be marked.

Dictionaries may NOT be used.

Please wait to be told you may begin before turning this page.

This question paper consists of 9 printed pages and 3 blank pages.
Choose one of the quotations below and use the space provided in this question paper to discuss it.

Your answer will be assessed taking into account your ability to think analytically, produce a coherent argument, and write with clarity and precision.

1. ‘The brain is wider than the sky.’
   Emily Dickinson (1830–1886)

2. ‘I’m trying to broaden the scope of positive psychology well beyond the smiley face. Happiness is just one-fifth of what human beings choose to do.’
   Martin Seligman (1942–present)

3. ‘It’s like your children talking about holidays, you find they have a quite different memory of it from you. Perhaps everything is not how it is, but how it’s remembered.’
   Denis Norden (1922–present)

4. ‘Don’t become a mere recorder of facts, but try to penetrate the mystery of their origin.’
   Ivan Pavlov (1849–1936)
Write your answer in the space below.